
Over the past several years, Burna Boy has grown 
into a legitimate international star, with each of his 
last three albums achieving higher and higher slots 
on the Billboard 200 and his 2021 album, Twice As 
Tall, winning a Grammy for best global music album. 
And as his music has grown in popularity in the U.S., 
he’s been able to reach new milestones like selling 
out Madison Square Garden, which he did earlier this 
year. But one aspect of stardom had until recently 
eluded him: U.S. radio airplay.

That has changed over the past few weeks, as his 
single “Last Last” from his latest album Love, Damini 
has begun climbing the Billboard radio charts. And 
this week, it has finally crowned one of them, having 
reached No. 1 on Billboard’s Mainstream R&B/Hip-
Hop Airplay chart, a testament to the work put in by 
his label Atlantic Records. And it helps earn Atlantic’s 
executive vp of black music promotion Kevin Holiday 
the title of Billboard’s Executive of the Week.

Here, Holiday explains the strategy that brought a 
song that was originally released in May to the top of 
the airplay charts in October. “Radio is a long game, 
and it takes time for records to organically connect 
with an audience,” he says.

This week, Burna Boy’s “Last Last” hit No. 1 on 
Billboard’s Mainstream R&B/Hip-Hop Airplay 
chart. What key decision did you make to help 
make that happen?

The key decision was to ask urban radio to collec-
tively move in one direction at the same time. Another 
crucial decision was making sure we highlighted all 
the latest and greatest information on Burna Boy the 
week prior to achieving the No. 1. These decisions put 
us in position to attain our goal.

The song has not just reached the top of that 
chart, but it’s also climbing the all-format Radio 
Songs chart, reaching a new peak of No. 24 this 
week. How are you expanding its airplay audi-
ence?

The regions with the highest populations aid the 
growth in audience airplay. With that said, we are 
expanding Burna’s airplay audience by targeting the 
major markets, in hopes they play the record more.

The song has been out for five months now, since 
first being released in May. Why is it climbing and 
peaking at radio now?

It takes some time to get folks on the same page and 
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NOTIFICATION OF DISPOSITION OF COLLATERAL
On October 24, 2022, at 10:30 a.m. Pacific Time, at the Offices 
of Loeb & Loeb LLP, 10100 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 
2200, Los Angeles, California 90067, Cinq Music Group (the 
“Secured Creditor”), a secured creditor under a Security 
Agreement and Mortgage of Copyright among Secured 
Creditor, on the one hand, and Janet Jackson, Rhythm Nation 
1814, LLC and Rhythm Nation, LLC (the “Debtors”), on the other, 
will sell at a public auction (the “Auction”), in accordance 
with the terms of sale to be distributed at the auction, all 
of Debtors’ right, title and interest with respect to various 
songs, including, but not limited to, Let’s Wait Awhile, Rhythm 
Nation, Escapade, Together Again, Poetic Justice, Whoops 
Now, Come Back to Me, and Go Deep (the “Collateral”).  

The Auction will be conducted simultaneously via Zoom 
pursuant to instructions that will be supplied.  The Collateral 
will be sold “AS IS” AND “WHERE IS” AND WITHOUT ANY 
IMPLIED OR EXPRESSED REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR 
COVENANT.  Secured Creditor reserves the right to postpone 
or renotice the time, date and/or place of the Auction.  

To obtain further information as to the sale or the Collateral, 
interested parties should contact Lance N. Jurich of  
Loeb & Loeb LLP at (310) 282-2211; ljurich@loeb.com.   
Each interested party must sign a confidentiality agreement 
as a precondition to reviewing materials with respect to the 
Collateral or the Debtors.
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increase airplay. Radio is a long game, and it 
takes time for records to organically connect 
with an audience.

Last year, Wizkid‘s “Essence” broke 
through on U.S. radio, opening up a lane 
for music by African artists that hadn’t 
really existed before. How has that 
changed what’s possible for Burna at 
radio?

Wizkid helped reshape the sound of tradi-
tional U.S. radio from just playing American 
hip-hop and R&B records. Burna Boy’s 
music has a grassroots structure of R&B 
mixed with a “feel good” vibe, which doesn’t 
completely break the boundaries of the 
music played within the formats. Ultimately, 
the possibilities are endless for Burna Boy.

Recently, we’ve seen songs make 
inroads at pop radio with a pop artist 
remix. Is that something you guys are 
exploring? What could that do for a song 
like “Last Last”?

Although “Last Last” is perfect as is, a pop 
remix can give a different twist and widen 
the audience. As of now, I believe there are 
no plans for such a remix… But never say 
never!

How can success at radio like this 
help boost Burna Boy’s career moving 
forward?

As U.S. radio continues to create global 
superstars, the sky is the limit for Burna Boy 
and his future endeavors. We are just getting 
started! 

Japanese Label 
Avex Is Taking a 
Page From K-Pop’s 
Playbook to Crack 
the U.S. Market
BY ALEXEI BARRIONUEVO

J
apanese record labels historically 
haven’t felt the need to venture beyond 
their country’s shores to boost rev-
enue. Japan’s recorded music market, 

the second largest in the world, has been big 
enough to sustain companies like Tokyo-
based Avex Inc., considered a fourth major 
label in Japan.

But a rapid market shift in Japan — along 
with South Korea’s surge onto the global 
scene with K-pop —have created new im-
petus for Japanese music companies to try 
to penetrate the toughest of markets: the 
United States. 

Last year, Japan’s sales of physical CDs 
and vinyl still made up 68% of the 283.2-bil-
lion-yen ($2.46 billion) recorded music 
market. But digital sales jumped 14% to 89.5 
billion yen ($624 million) — the fourth-
consecutive year of double-digit growth in 
the category, which is now 83% streaming, 

according to the Recording Industry As-
sociation of Japan.

Avex, an entertainment conglomerate 
founded in 1988, has developed legendary 
J-pop talents like Ayumi Hamasaki and 
Namie Amuro, and forged a live-music 
partnership with AEG Presents to co-pro-
mote artists in Japan. But it has struggled 
to create new superstars, or to successfully 
expand to the U.S. and China. 

A 2016 effort to set up a U.S. operation 
fizzled after about two years. Now Avex is 
trying again. This time, the brass in Tokyo 
have turned to Naoki Osada, an 18-year 
company veteran with an M.B.A. from 
UCLA, a passion for West Coast hip-hop 
and several years of familiarity with the U.S. 
music business. 

The new entity, which features a publish-
ing arm, a record label and an investment 
fund, is based in Los Angeles, where Osada 
holds sway at the Avex House, a recording 
studio and artist-producer hangout, which 
has an infinity pool and a rooftop deck with 
360-degree views of West Hollywood. Dur-
ing the pandemic, Osada oversaw extensive 
renovations to the five-bedroom house, 
which the company says it is renting. 

“One of the reasons why we weren’t 
successful in our past endeavors to expand 
into China and the U.S. was that we didn’t 
have a clear mission, an agenda that we 
shared across the entire company,” Katsumi 
Kuroiwa, Avex’s CEO, tells Billboard from 
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Tokyo, adding “we weren’t able to pick the 
right person to expand the business outside 
of Japan.”

This time Kuroiwa believes the company 
has gotten it right — and he has given Osada, 
who serves as president of Avex USA, a 
longer runway: five years to make the U.S. 
entity a success. 

Avex started its latest U.S. effort with 
publishing. The initial focus is on build-
ing U.S. intellectual property with U.S. and 
Canadian songwriters through songs that 
can be placed with U.S. pop stars like Justin 
Bieber, and Japanese – and even Korean 
– artists. Osada created a publishing joint 
venture with Brandon Silverstein, man-
ager of Normani and Brazilian star Anitta. 
Silverstein was looking for financial backing 
for his S10 Publishing and says he bonded 
with Osada over his vision to make the Avex 
House into a creative hub. Osada also hired 
Lucas Thomashow, 29, a Google-trained 
data and social media marketing special-
ist, to run Avex USA’s new label, SELENE, 
which is named after a Japanese spaceprobe 
that orbited the moon in 2007. 

Avex has 13 writers on its U.S. roster, in-
cluding six signed jointly with S10 Publish-
ing: HARV, who co-wrote Bieber’s hit song 
“Peaches” (before S10 signed him); Jamai-
can dancehall artist Shenseea, who shared 
the stage with Anitta in Las Vegas during 
the Billboard Music Awards week; Cxdy 
(Internet Money), who works with The 

Kid Laroi; Toronto-born David Arkwright, 
who co-wrote “Build a Bitch” with Bella 
Poarch; Belizean artist Kosa; and Declan 
Hoy.

One challenge is working both globally 
and locally. “There’s that double edged 
sword where we’re always thinking strategi-
cally about how to bridge that gap [between 
Asia and the U.S.], because there’s a lot of 
cross over,” Thomashow, Avex USA’s senior 
vp, tells Billboard, sitting with Osada by the 
Avex House pool one morning. “And that’s 
whether it’s our U.S. writers and producers 
putting together hits for some of the biggest 
Japanese or Chinese artists, or how do we 
think strategically about Japanese artists.”

In one of the publishing arm’s biggest 
overseas successes, Arkwright and J. Que 
co-wrote a debut single for Japanese-Amer-
ican singer CAELAN (real name: Caelan 
Moriarty), “Forever With You,” which 
went viral with CAELAN’s sprawling Asian 
social-media fanbase, hitting No. 1 in China 
on the Weibo Asia New Songs Monthly 
ranking in September of 2021.

SELENE, meanwhile, has signed five 
artists so far, notably Austin George and 
19-year-old singer-songwriter Sadie Jean, 
who had a TikTok open verse challenge 
hit with “WYD Now,” which counts over 
200 million aggregate world-wide streams 
across all DSPs (she has more than 88 mil-
lion on Spotify). The label says Zach Hood’s 
three singles on SELENE have generated 

more than 150 million aggregate streams. 
Sophie Holohan’s “Butterfly Effect” has 
120 million hashtag views on TikTok, and 
the artist has more than 322,000 monthly 
listeners on Spotify. In finding rapid stream-
ing success for newer artists, the label, says 
Arkwright, “is doing something that major 
labels, in my opinion, kind of wish that they 
could do with that kind of efficacy.”

(Sadie Jean is the only SELENE artist 
with any Billboard chart history. She spent 
seven weeks on Billboard’s Emerging Art-
ists chart, peaking at No. 35 on the Dec. 25, 
2021-dated chart. “WYD Now” spent a week 
at No. 91 on the Billboard Canadian Hot 
100.)

Silverstein has built a relationship with 
Avex founder and chairman Masato “Max” 
Matsuura back in Japan, but credits Osada 
for the initial progress out of Los Ange-
les. “We’ve gotten our successes based on 
[Osada’s] support from Japan, given the 
writers that we’ve signed,” he says.

Osada, who was previously in charge of 
corporate venture capital for Avex back in 
Tokyo, also oversees Avex USA’s Future of 
Music Investment Fund, which has $25 mil-
lion to spend on seed and Series A startups, 
mostly music-tech companies like WaveXR, a 
VR music platform that created Bieber’s 2021 
avatar concert. (WaveXR has also attracted 
investment from Bieber and his manager, 
Scooter Braun.) He sees his Avex USA role 
as “half investor, half music executive.” 
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Trying to Catch The Koreans 
While Avex executives say they don’t see 

the Korean labels as direct competitors, they 
nevertheless want to emulate their formula 
for success. With a much smaller domestic 
market than Japan, the Korean music indus-
try naturally had to look outside for growth, 
which led acts to work harder to create 
global fanbases. “The Korean companies are 
at this stage more superior and advanced 
in terms of breaking global artists,” says 
Kuroiwa. “Unfortunately, Japanese artists 
haven’t been able to gain fans around the 
world like South Korea…and that’s where 
we have to learn.”

The Koreans labels have also been making 
moves in the U.S. over the past few years. 
JYP Entertainment and HYBE, home to 
BTS, have set up offices and entities in Los 
Angeles, and even created joint-venture 
labels like HYBE’s imprint with Universal 
Music Group’s Geffen Records, which plans 
to launch a girl group together.

Back in 2014, Avex surprised the industry 
when it beat out Sony Music for the larg-
est mid-year share of the recorded music 
market in Japan at 16.1%, according to the 
Soundscan Japan. More recently, however, 
Avex held an 8.6% share of the Japanese 
market in 2019, placing them in third place 
behind Sony and Universal Japan. The 
Japanese company’s total assets have been 
declining in value for four straight years, 
according to company filings.

Among its challenges, sales of the com-
pany’s biggest J-pop artists, Hamasaki and 
Koda Kumi, peaked more than a decade 
ago. “We’re in the middle of trying to create 
a next generation of artists,” says Kuroiwa.

The pandemic also hit the company hard. 
Avex recorded a net loss of 1.1 billion yen 
($10 million) in fiscal 2020, which led Avex 
to downsize staff and sell its 18-story Tokyo 
headquarters. The sale price of more than 70 
billion yen (more than $673 million in late 
2020) generated a profit of 29 billion yen 
($279 million), a company spokesperson says.

Sales rose 20.7% to 98.4 billion yen ($686 
million) in fiscal 2022, while net income 
fell 92.8% to nine billion yen ($62.7 mil-
lion). The income drop-off followed a surge 
in net income to 128 billion yen ($892.6 
million) in 2021, which related to the sale 

of the building.
Escaping the Past
Avex’s previous foray into the U.S., in 

2016, involved Universal Music Japan ex-
ecutive Kimi Kato, former Warner Chappell 
Music Chairman and CEO Richard Black-
stone and Avex executive Ryuhei Chiba. 
The trio spent about $30 million buying 
content, including a worldwide publishing 
deal for a Bruno Mars album, two people 
familiar with the matter tell Billboard. Mat-
suura, upset the group had blown through 
so much money, rallied the board to fire 
Chiba and then shut down the U.S. entity, 
the sources say. (A spokesperson for Avex 
says the $30 million was not restricted to 
buying content and noted that “the strategy 
in the U.S. didn’t change because Matsuura 
got angry, but Avex did decide to change 
its approach in the U.S. to [a] lean startup 
model.”)

Osada says the previous team was “trying 
to do too much at the same time,” including 
bringing U.S. artists to Japan and launching 
local businesses. “At that time the company 
was more about aiming for support to the 
headquarters’ [Japanese] artists,” he says. 
“We had a dream, but we didn’t actually try 
seriously to be successful as a U.S. company. 
I was like, ‘Why don’t we try to expand the 
business here because that eventually sup-
ports the global operation of Avex?’”

Osada, who started at the company in 2004 
as a newly minted J-pop A&R manager fresh 
out of college, had a front-row seat on the 
legendary tussle between Matsuura and Tom 
Yoda, Avex’s co-founder. Yoda wanted to ex-
pand Avex into other entertainment-related 
ventures, including movie production. He 
accused Chiba, then the company’s executive 
director and president, of pursuing personal 
profit from some of the label’s biggest artists, 
according to Japanese media reports.

The Avex board backed Yoda’s bid to get 
Chiba to resign. Matsuura resigned along 
with Chiba, who denied any fault. Osada 
recalls a staff meeting with about 300 peo-
ple where Chiba and Yoda were screaming 
at each other from across the auditorium. 
“I saw the battle [play out] in front of me,” 
he says. 

But with the support of the staff and 
artists, including Hamasaki, who said she 

would leave the label (a declaration that 
led Avex’s stock price to dip by 16% in one 
day) – and the threat of bankruptcy looming 
– Yoda resigned. Matsuura and Chiba later 
rejoined the company.

A few years later it was Matsuura who 
gave Osada his instant blessing to study 
business administration in Los Angeles, at a 
time when the physical music industry was 
still in freefall from piracy site Napster. Not 
only did he avoid the chaotic company re-
structuring happening back in Tokyo, Osada 
says he was able to immerse himself in Los 
Angeles’ music and startup cultures, and 
inadvertently train himself for his current 
assignment.

At the Avex House, Osada holds lunch for 
writers and producers, and his Friday night 
dinners have drawn an eclectic group of art-
ists and industry types. Thomashow fondly 
recalls the night Normani‘s cousin cooked 
authentic New Orleans food for a small 
group. Events there have drawn the likes 
of A$AP Rocky and James Blake. Harv 
hosted Bieber’s “Peaches” release party 
at the house. (On one evening, Billboard 
met DJ Richie Hawtin and Dean Wilson, 
Deadmau5’ manager, along with music 
executives from Meta.)

The house has also become a magnet for 
artists, writers, managers and A&R execs 
to connect and collaborate. Blake, Normani 
and Anitta have worked on songs there. Ark-
wright says he’ll sometimes grab an acoustic 
from the wall of Gibson guitars hanging in 
the living room and head up to the roof to 
jam with artists like Austin George, and then 
pop down to one of the three studios to lay 
down a track.

“It’s just like this beautiful hang spot that 
you don’t get very often,” Arkwright says.

Additional Reporting By Rob Schwartz 
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Legendary 
Talking Heads 
and Ramones 
Manager Gary 
Kurfirst Gets Rock 
Hall Push 
BY DAVE BROOKS

T
he music industry has completely 
transformed since Gary Kurfirst’s 
epic four-decade run as a rock 
promoter, label head and art-

ist manager to acts including the Talking 
Heads, The Ramones and Jane’s Addic-
tion, but much of the advice he taught his 
artists remains true today. 

Fine tune one’s craft. Build an audience. 
Create authentic and meaningful art.

“He wanted to keep his artists in the 
underground, focused on making music and 
creating art while protecting them from the 
business side,” says Talking Heads drum-
mer Chris Frantz, recalling the time that 
Kurfirst turned down a Rolling Stone cover 
because he felt the band wasn’t ready for 
such a career milestone. 

“I remember him always telling us ‘Don’t 
smile in promotion photos – they’ll think 
you’re making a lot of money,’” recalls 
multi-instrumentalist Jerry Harrison of 
the Talking Heads, one of the many A-list 
acts Kurfirst managed and worked alongside 
including Bob Marley, the Eurythmics, 
Garbage and dozens of other bands. Kurf-
ist’s career ran parallel to music industry 
giants like concert promoter Michael 
Lang, agent Frank Barsalona and Island 
Records founder Chris Blackwell, and it’s 
one that belongs in the Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame, says his son Josh Kurfirst, a partner 
at WME and the agency’s global head of 
festivals. 

Joshua Kurfirst is actively positioning 
his father to be considered for the Ahmet 
Ertegun Lifetime Achievement Award for 
Industry Professionals at the Rock Hall. 

While much of the nomination process is 
veiled in secrecy, the younger Kurfirst has 
been in touch with the artists and executives 
his dad collaborated with over the years, 
archiving thousands of documents and 
relaunching the website GaryKurfirst.com 
in hopes of adding his father posthumously 
to the Hall of Fame (Kurfirst passed away 
in 2009). Currently, there are four music 
managers in the Hall of Fame, all winners 
of the Ahmet Ertegun Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award: Eagles and Fleetwood Mac 
manager Irving Azoff, Bruce Springsteen 
manager Jon Landau, late Beatles manager 
Brian Epstein and former Rolling Stones 
manager Andrew Loog Oldham. 

Kurfirst was also a concert promoter, a 
label chief at his Radioactive Records, and 
a family man who married an art teacher 
named Phyllis in the late 1960s. He had 
countless stories to share and was a tireless 
advocate for an artist’s career longevity. 

“Gary knew it was essential that the fans 
walked away feeling they got a really good 
value for their money,” says Harrison. “And 
he balanced that with how much the band 
needed to make for the night to go on to the 
next show. He had been a promoter himself 
and knew every part of the business. He’d 
prefer to work with people, but he had no 
problem saying, “I don’t care if you’re the 
only guy in town, we will promote the show 
ourselves if we have to.” 

He also stood by his artists when they 
faced difficult creative decisions, says famed 
Blondie front woman Debbie Harry, who 
hired Kurfirst to help with her solo career 
shortly after the new wave hitmakers called 
it quits in 1982 (they reunited 15 years later). 

“I’m sure he would have preferred we got 
back together but he was very smart and 
came in knowing the dynamic,” said Harry. 
“He started when he was quite young and 
knew the industry from all the different an-
gles. That is really the best kind of manager 
to have – somebody who gets it and loves it 
regardless of how crazy things get.” 

Shirley Manson of Garbage recalls first 
meeting Kurfirst when her former band, 
Goodbye Mr. Mackenzie, was opening for 
Harry on her Debravation tour. 

“He took a great interest in me at the time 
and told me,’ I think you’re a star.’ And I 

thought it was ludicrous – I was a backing 
keyboardist and vocalist,” she recalls. Kurf-
irst ended up buying out Goodbye Mr Mack-
enzie’s contract to bring them over to his 
own label Radioactive Records. The band 
never took off, and Manson performed with 
Angelfish until auditioning for Garbage, a 
group being formed by Nirvana producer 
Butch Vig. 

“I needed an opportunity. And Gary gave 
me that,” Manson tells Billboard. “Above all 
else, I am so grateful to Gary for the belief 
he had in me. Even when things got tricky 
and there was a lot of backlash in the press, 
Gary told me ‘You’re great at what you do. 
You are a star. Just hold the line. I believe in 
you.’” 

Kurfirst was born July 8, 1947, in Forest 
Hills, Queens. He graduated from For-
est Hills High School in 1964 — he was 
classmates with members of The Ramones 
— and promoted concerts at the Forest Hills 
Stadium (then called the West Side Tennis 
Club). In 1968 he promoted the NY Rock 
Festival at the Singer Bowl in Queens that 
was headlined by the Doors, The Who and 
Jimi Hendrix with his then-partner Shelly 
Finkel. 

Kurfirst expanded into Manhattan by 
striking a deal to book the Village Theater, 
a former Lower East Side cinema-turned 
live music venue that hosted The Who, 
who nearly caused a riot as fans gathered 
outside to see the legendary rock group. Bill 
Graham would take the reins of the theater 
in 1968, rechristening it as the Fillmore East 
(the sister venue to Graham’s Fillmore in 
San Francisco). 

In 1969, Kurfirst began managing former 
high school classmate Leslie West and his 
hard rock band Mountain. Ironically, one 
of Gary’s first big tests as a manager came 
at the 1969 Woodstock Festival, where 
Mountain was scheduled to perform in the 
afternoon. 

When he and the band arrived at the 
festival site in upstate New York, Kurfirst 
noticed that the show was way off schedule 
and “more or less being made up as it went 
along,” his son Josh says. Noticing that 
instead of following a schedule, organizers 
were putting acts on stage as soon as they 
spotted all the members of a band together 
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backstage, Kurfirst told the group to scatter 
to different parts of the site and meet back-
stage at 8:30 p.m. 

“The plan worked perfectly, and Mountain 
ended up with a prime set time,” Josh says. 

Managing Mountain brought Kurfirst into 
the orbit of Island founder Chris Blackwell, 
who eventually convinced Kurfirst to move 
himself and his family to the west side of 
Nassau in the Bahamas where Blackwell op-
erated the Compass Point recording studio. 
Through his relationship with Blackwell, 
Kurfirst would meet Bob Marley and land 
a gig as tour manager for the reggae star’s 
debut US tour. Kurfirst would go on to man-
age former Wailers legend Peter Tosh and 
watched incredulously when he first saw 
Tosh bury a briefcase of cash he had been 
paid as part of the record deal Kurfirst had 
negotiated for him. When Kurfirst asked 
for an explanation, Tosh simply told him, “I 
made a deposit in the Bank of Jamaica.” 

Upon his eventual return to New York, 
Kurfirst began to frequent Hilly Kristal’s 
East Village club CBGB, where he met and 
signed The Talking Heads as management 
clients and later signed The Ramones. 

Kurfirst would go on to produce several 
concert films for the Heads, including 1984’s 
Stop Making Sense, which would be added 
to the Library of Congress’ National Film 
Registry in 2021. Four years after launching 
Radioactive Records, an imprint for MCA 
Records, the label scored its first No. 1 album 
with Live’s Throwing Copper, which went 
on to sell eight million copies. 

In total, Kurfirst managed more than 40 
artists and groups during his career, includ-
ing Steve Winwood, Robert Palmer, the 
B-52’s, Big Audio Dynamite, Deee-Lite, 
Dig, Los Amigos Invisibles and Skinny 
Puppy. 

“Gary’s taste, ability to identify star talent, 
and build lasting brands out of those stars 
was extraordinary,” says Josh, who himself 
has risen through the top echelons of live 
music, leading WME’s festival division. 

In the final years of his life, Gary began 
working with his son booking concerts for 
Spanish language artists. He passed away 
in 2009 while visiting the Bahamas. He 
was 61. One of his final management and 
label projects was with Blackwell, who was 

Kurfirst’s neighbor and friend for many 
years when Kurfirst and his family were 
living in the Caribbean. 

The two developed a management com-
pany, Kurfirst-Blackwell Entertainment, as 
well as Rx Records, an imprint for artists that 
proffered more contractual flexibility and 
creative latitude than most major labels. 

“He had a gift for getting the very best 
from the artists he worked with without get-
ting in their way or pushing too far,” Black-
well says. “Gary was not just a great manager; 
he was an excellent marketer and a very cre-
ative businessman. He believed in his artists, 
and they really believed in him. They knew 
he would do whatever he could to make their 
music and their careers a success.”  

Live Nation Urban 
Acquires Equity 
Stake in Broccoli 
City Festival
BY DAVE BROOKS

L
ive Nation Urban has acquired 
a significant equity stake in the 
Washington, D.C.-based Broccoli 
City Festival, company officials an-

nounced Friday (Oct. 14).
Broccoli City has grown every spring 

since the launch of its first event in 2010; 
Live Nation Urban notably acquired the 
stake from festival co-founders and en-
trepreneurs Marcus Allen and Brandon 
McEachern. 

As part of the acquisition, Live Nation 
Urban welcomes Allen and McEachern in 
executive roles. They will work alongside 
Live Nation Urban president Shawn Gee 
and his team to scale the Broccoli City brand 
and “catalyze the creation of new content 
and culture-centric live experiences and 
festivals,” according to a press release an-
nouncing the deal.

The Broccoli City Festival, described as 
“a black-owned social enterprise rooted in 
impact and entertainment that focuses on 
people and progress,” has notably featured 

icons such as Lil Wayne, Cardi B, Childish 
Gambino and the late Nipsey Hussle as 
well as rising superstars Lil Baby, Lil Durk, 
Summer Walker, Wizkid and City Girls. 
Based in D.C., the festival “staunchly sup-
ports environmental consciousness in the 
African-American community and fosters 
creativity through innovative initiatives at 
the intersection of technology, music, art, 
and social impact,” the release continues. 
“Over the last decade, it has inspired and 
mobilized 20 million-plus young people 
through events and online platforms.”

The acquisition highlights a cycle of black 
entrepreneurship. Beyond the festival, Gee 
and Live Nation Urban have focused on 
championing Allen and McEachern and 
their vision in the long run.

“For us as a company, this investment 
was an important one,” said Gee, noting that 
when Live Nation Urban formed in 2018, 
one of its first deals was a co-promotion 
agreement with Broccoli City. “I promised 
the guys that the success of our partner-
ship would lead to greater things, and it 
was important to me to keep my word. We 
are not simply investing in a festival; we are 
investing in these amazing founders. We 
believe this will be the first of many brands 
that we will build together with Marcus and 
Brandon as they have an insatiable entrepre-
neurial spirit.”

The Broccoli City crew is “super excited 
about this partnership with LNU/LN, and 
working closer with Shawn Gee. I really 
appreciate him encouraging us to be big 
thinking entrepreneurs and brand build-
ers… not limiting us to event producers,” 
added McEachern. 

To position Broccoli City for further 
growth, “we are going to focus on curating 
untapped niche markets, bigger partner-
ships, and international expansion,” Allen 
added. “Our big picture goal is to create a 
100-million-dollar community at the apex 
of live entertainment, social impact, and 
digital media.” 
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“The most alluring and 
enigmatic musician 

in indie rock”
ROLLING STONE

“To stand inside desire or 
regret or hope and say 
what it really does — to the 
body, to the heart, to others 
— is an act of courage. 
That's what Mitski dares”
NPR

“An expansive album that 
dares to imagine a bold, 
fresh future”
THE NEW YORK TIMES

“ʼSpitting Off the Edge 
of the Worldʼ is a classic 

YYY power ballad... 
Karenʼs delivery is 

painfully vulnerable one 
moment and strident the 

next, pinging between 
existential hopelessness 
and mighty resistance”

PITCHFORK
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ALBUM OF THE YEAR.  BEST NEW ARTIST. BEST ALTERNATIVE MUSIC ALBUM. 
“THE ONLY HEARTBREAKER”: BEST ALTERNATIVE MUSIC PERFORMANCE. 

“WORKING FOR THE KNIFE”: BEST MUSIC VIDEO.

ALBUM OF THE YEAR.  BEST ALTERNATIVE MUSIC ALBUM.      
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BEST OF 2022
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Gunna’s Lawyers 
Call Foul 
On Witness 
Tampering Text: 
‘Misled the Court’
BY BILL DONAHUE

A 
day after an Atlanta judge refused 
to release Gunna from jail, his 
lawyers made a striking accu-
sation against prosecutors on 

Friday – claiming an alleged smoking gun 
text message cited by government lawyers 
actually had “nothing to do with witness 
intimidation” and had been used to mislead 
the court.

At a hearing on Thursday, prosecutors 
told Judge Ural Glanville that they were 
in possession of a message in which a co-
defendant offered to “whack someone” 
on Gunna’s behalf. A short while later, the 
judge denied the rapper bond for a third 
time, meaning he’ll remain in jail until his 
January trial.

But in Friday’s filing, Gunna’s lawyers said 
they’d finally gotten their hands on the mes-
sage in question – and that it was from June 
2020 and “has nothing to do with witness 
intimidation or obstruction.”

According to the new filing, the actual 
message reads: “Tell gunna happy c day 
it’s all love [100 and heart emojis] I’ll still a 
whack some Bout him.”

“For the state to [argue] that this text is 
an offer to commit murder (or to threaten 
or injure a witness in a case that was still 
two years in the future) aptly illustrates 
the problem of a hearing by ambush and 
proffer,” wrote attorney Steve Sadow and 
Gunna’s other lawyers.

“Respectfully, at each of the bond hear-
ings before the Court, the State has relied 
on proffers of evidence— never disclosed to 
Kitchens prior to a hearing — and none of 
the proffers has panned out,” Sadow wrote.

A spokesman at the Fulton County Dis-
trict Attorney’s Office did not immediately 

return a request for comment.
Both Gunna (real name Sergio Kitchens) 

and Young Thug (Jeffery Williams) were 
indicted in May, along with dozens of oth-
ers, on accusations that their group YSL 
was not really a record label called “Young 
Stoner Life,” but a violent Atlanta street 
gang called “Young Slime Life.” The charges 
included allegations of murder, carjacking, 
armed robbery, drug dealing and illegal fire-
arm possession over the past decade.

The two stars, who strongly deny the 
charges, have both repeatedly sought to 
be released on bond ahead of their trials, 
which are currently scheduled for January. 
But both have been refused, largely because 
prosecutors have warned that they might 
threaten witnesses or otherwise obstruct 
the case.

Ahead of Thursday’s hearing, Gunna’s 
lawyers said those warnings had largely 
been premised on unreliable “proffers” from 
the government, none of which had later 
proved to be based on hard proof. They said 
there was not “a shred of evidence” to sup-
port keeping him locked up before he has 
been proven guilty.

But at the hearing, prosecutor Adri-
ane Love repeatedly cited the supposed 
“whack” statement by the co-defendant, ar-
guing that it suggested people were willing 
to murder witnesses for Gunna. She said she 
was uncertain about whether the message in 
question had yet been uploaded into court 
records, but said it would be available by the 
end of the day if not. Minutes later, Judge 
Glanville denied bond.

On Friday morning, having seen the text 
in question, Gunna’s lawyers argued that 
Love “misstated” the evidence and had 
thus “misled” Judge Glanville. They put 
particular emphasis on the date, since it 
allegedly suggested witness tampering the 
current criminal case: “The text in ques-
tion, dated June 14, 2020 — almost two 
years before the indictment was returned 
in this case — has nothing to do with wit-
ness intimidation or obstruction.”

The new filing did not outright ask the 
judge to reverse his own decision, but 
asked Judge Glanville to officially note the 
actual date and content of the text message, 
rather than rely on the description offered 

by prosecutors.
The case against YSL is built around 

Georgia’s Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organizations Act, a state law based on the 
more famous federal RICO statute that’s 
been used to target the mafia, drug cartels 
and other forms of organized crime. Such 
laws make it easier for prosecutors to sweep 
up many members of an alleged criminal 
conspiracy based on many smaller acts that 
aren’t directly related.

Beyond indicting two of rap’s biggest 
stars, the case also made waves because it 
cited their lyrics as supposed evidence of 
their crimes — a controversial practice 
that critics say unfairly sways juries and 
injects racial bias into the courtroom. Cali-
fornia recently banned the tactic in that 
state, but Fulton County District Attorney 
Fani Willis has strongly defended using it 
against Young Thug and Gunna.

Barring delays — a very real possibility 
— trials are currently scheduled for early 
January. 

Grupo Marca 
Registrada’s 
Label Teams 
With Interscope 
to ‘Power’ the 
Group’s Music
BY GRISELDA FLORES

I
nterscope Records has announced a 
partnership with RB Music, the re-
gional Mexican indie label that’s home 
to Grupo Marca Registrada.

According to both companies, the alliance 
is an effort to “power” both the catalog and 
new music of the norteño-sierreño group 
that hails from Sinaloa. The first release un-
der the venture is Marca’s new single “Puro 
Campeón,” a collab with corridos singer-
songwriter Luis R. Conríquez that released 
on Friday (Oct. 14).

“From afar, I’ve admired what Ricardo 
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Bobadilla and the entire RB Music team 
have done over the past few years,” says 
Nir Seroussi, executive vp at Interscope 
Records. “Their impact with Grupo Marca 
Registrada is game-changing. They cata-
lyzed the group’s evolution from a local 
favorite to an international contender. To-
gether, we have the collective and combined 
platform to launch Grupo Marca Registrada 
into the stratosphere.”

With more than 8 million monthly listen-
ers on Spotify, three entries on Billboard’s 
Hot Latin Songs chart this year (“Si Fuera 
Facil,” “Solo Me Dejaste” and “El Rescate” 
with Junior H), Grupo Marca Registrada 
has carved a lane for itself in regional Mexi-
can collaborating with artists such as Grupo 
Firme and Gerardo Ortiz.

RB Music CEO/founder Ricardo Bo-
badilla added, “Music to me is a family 
business. When we were introduced to Nir 
and his team there was an instant family-
like connection with their knowledge of 
our business and focus on quality, artistic 
creativity, and integrity. At RB Music, we 
have always done things our own way and 
on our own terms. But I knew I wanted to 
partner with Nir, as he approaches music 
with an independent spirit that we at RB 
Music identify with. In the end, I believe 
Interscope understands where we want to 
go and is willing to invest significant time 
and resources to get us there.”

The partnership between Interscope and 
RB is the latest example of major labels 
teaming up with indie regional Mexican 
labels companies. Most recently, Sony Music 
Latin teamed up with Rancho Humilde 
to support Fuerza Régida. Meanwhile, 
Warner Music Latina signed DannyLux via 
a partnership with the indie VPS Music. 

Ed Sheeran’s 
Lawyers Ask 
Judge to 
Reconsider 
Decision to Send 
Pop Star to Trial in 
Copyright Case
BY BILL DONAHUE

E
d Sheeran’s lawyers want a federal 
judge to rethink a recent deci-
sion that said the star must face a 
trial over whether “Thinking Out 

Loud” infringes Marvin Gaye‘s “Let’s Get 
It On,” warning that such rulings threaten to 
“strangle creation” by future songwriters.

Two weeks after Judge Louis Stanton 
refused to toss the case out, Sheeran’s at-
torneys respectfully told the judge Thursday 
(Oct. 13) that he was wrong – and that the 
only overlap between the two songs were 
simple musical elements that have “been 
used in music for centuries.”

“Affording copyright protection to a 
combination of only two unprotectable basic 
musical building blocks, such as the ones at 
issue here, would undermine a central pur-
pose of copyright law – which is to encour-
age the creation of new works – and would 
instead strangle creation,” wrote Sheeran’s 
lead counsel Don Zakarin, an attorney at 
the firm Pryor Cashman.

In technical terms, Sheeran’s lawyers 
are asking the judge to reconsider his own 
ruling. If he does, it would be a rare step, 
typically only taken when it’s clear a judge 
has gotten something wrong. In the alterna-
tive, they’re asking for permission to file a 
fast-track appeal; if granted, it could delay 
any trial by at least a year.

Sheeran has long been dogged by ques-
tions of whether “Thinking Out Loud” 
(which spent 51 weeks on the Billboard 
Hot 100 after it was released in 2014) bor-
rowed too much from “Let’s Get It On.” He 

did himself no favors in late 2014, when he 
was filmed on stage at a concert toggling 
between the two songs.

The singer was hit with the current law-
suit in 2018 – filed not by Gaye’s heirs but by 
an entity owned by industry executive Da-
vid Pullman called Structured Asset Sales. 
That group owns a one-third stake in the 
copyrights of Ed Townsend, who co-wrote 
“Let’s Get It On” with Gaye.

Faced with the accusations, Sheeran’s 
lawyers argued that the elements he alleg-
edly took from the Gaye’s song – a chord 
progression and the harmonic rhythm – 
were too commonplace to be the exclusive 
property of any one songwriter. They cited 
a number of other songs, including “Since I 
Lost My Baby” by The Temptations, that 
featured similar aspects.

For their part, Sheeran’s accusers admit 
that those elements, by themselves, are 
“commonplace and unprotectable.” But they 
say that when they were combined together 
in Gaye’s famous song, they became some-
thing more original and worthy of copyright 
protection.

In late September, Judge Stanton refused 
to side with either argument. He said there 
was “no bright-line rule” for deciding such 
questions, and that the pop star would need 
to make his arguments before a jury of his 
peers. The decision set the stage for a block-
buster trial at a Manhattan federal court-
house at some point in the future, though a 
date has not yet been set.

Thursday’s new motion, if granted, would 
avoid that trial entirely, or push it back if the 
judge approves the fast-track (“interlocuto-
ry”) appeal. In it, Sheeran’s attorneys argued 
that the court was correct about the lack 
of a “bright line,” but that the case against 
Sheeran still fell well short of the mark.

“No one can or should be able to claim 
the exclusive right to a chord progression 
and the unremarkable and unprotectable 
manner in which it is performed,” Sheeran’s 
lawyers wrote. “Defendants respectfully 
submit that the order overlooked these criti-
cally important legal considerations.”

The arguments from Sheeran’s lawyers 
sound quite a bit like comments the star 
himself has made about copyright litigation 
in the music industry. In April, after he de-
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feated a similar case over “Shape of You,” 
Sheeran said “baseless” cases were taking a 
personal toll on him, and that he now films 
all of his recording sessions to disprove 
potential claims of infringement.

“It’s really damaging to the songwriting 
industry,” Sheeran said at the time. “There’s 
only so many notes and very few chords 
used in pop music. Coincidence is bound to 
happen if 60,000 songs are being released 
every day on Spotify.” 

One of These  
62 Songwriters 
Will Win the  
First Grammy  
for Songwriter  
of the Year
BY PAUL GREIN 

T
he list of 62 songwriters or song-
writing teams that are vying for 
the newly created Grammy Award 
for songwriter of the year, non-

classical includes such major names as Des-
mond Child, James Fauntleroy, Natalie 
Hemby, Hillary Lindsey, Shane McAnally, 
Julia Michaels and Justin Tranter.

It also includes some surprises. The-
Dream, who had a pair of top five albums on 
the Billboard 200 in 2009-10, and Michael 
Wilson Hardy, who records as HARDY, 
are both eligible. This award was specifi-
cally designed to celebrate songwriters who 
primarily write for other artists, rather than 
songwriters who are also artists or producers.

So how did they make the list? The-
Dream’s entered work this year focused on 
his work as a songwriter for Beyoncé, Brent 
Fayiaz and Pusha T. Hardy’s entries include 
songs for such artists as Blake Shelton and 
Brantley Gilbert featuring Jason Aldean. 
HARDY is featured as an artist on only one 
of his entries (Cole Swindell’s “Down to the 
Bar”).

One songwriting team is entered – Deni-

sia “Blue June” Andrews and Brittany “Chi” 
Coney, who comprise the record produc-
tion and songwriting duo Nova Wav. They 
submitted songs that they wrote for Mary J. 
Blige and Beyoncé.

The eligibility list includes nine Grammy 
winners – The-Dream (five awards), 
Fauntleroy (four), Jason Ingram (three), 
Lindsey (three), McAnally (three), Hemby 
(two), David Leonard (two), Jonathan Smith 
(two), and Edgar Barrera (one).

Most of the eligible songwriters submit-
ted credits reflecting work with multiple 
artists, to show their range. But three of the 
writers show credits with just one artist — 
Steve Cooper (The Group Fire), Ed Miranti 
(Vischious Fishious), and Adam Garzilli 
(Adam King).

Four of Ryan Hurd’s submitted credits 
are for songs he wrote for his wife, Maren 
Morris, but he also has a credit for Jordan 
Davis. Most of Jozzy’s credits are for work 
with Latto, though the writer also has a 
credit for Beyoncé.

Lauren Christy is entered with songs 
she wrote for such artists as Korn and Jenn 
Bostic. Christy was nominated for producer 
of the year (non-classical) in 2003 as part of 
The Matrix (along with Graham Edwards 
and Scott Spock).

This new category is analogous to pro-
ducer of the year, non-classical, which was 
introduced in 1974. Thom Bell, one of the 
architects of the Philadelphia soul sound, 
was the first winner in that category. The 
Recording Academy should be so lucky 
to have as esteemed a first winner in this 
category.

First-round voting in this and all Grammy 
categories began on Thursday (Oct. 13) and 
continues through Oct. 23. Nominees will 
be announced on Nov. 15. Final-round vot-
ing runs from Dec. 14 to Jan. 4, 2023. The 
winners will be revealed at the 65th annual 
Grammy Awards on Feb. 5, 2023.

Here are the 62 songwriters who are in 
the running for songwriter of the year. They 
are listed in alphabetical order.

Sarah Aarons
Andy Albert
Amy Allen
Denisia “Blu June” Andrews and Brittany 

“Chi” Coney (of Nova Wav)

Edgar Barrera
Evan Kidd Bogart
Nija Charles
Desmond Child
Lauren Christy
Steve Cooper
Kat Dahlia
Sean Douglas
Tom Douglas
Ed Miranti
James Fauntleroy
Omer Fedi
Douglas Ford
James Aaron Foster
Edgar Galeano
Adam Garzilli
Natalie Nicole Gilbert
Andrew Goldstein
Ashley Gorley
Michael Wilson Hardy
Joyce V Harrison
Scott Harris
Natalie Hemby
Cory Henry
Jacob “Jkash” Hindlin
Sarah Hudson
Ethan Hulse
Ryan Hurd
Jason Ingram
Ink
Tobias Jesso Jr.
Steph Jones
Jozzy
David Leonard
Hillary Lindsey
Natalie Litza
Marcus Lomax
Madison Love
Shane McAnally
Chase McGill
Julia Michaels
Kayla Morrison
Michael Pollack
Elena Rose
Tia Scola
Shekinah Grace Moyes
Jonathan Smith
Skyler Stonestreet
Ali Tamposi
The-Dream
Theron Thomas
Jake Torrey
Justin Tranter
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Nicki Minaj’s 
‘Super Freaky Girl’ 
Will Compete  
in Pop Category 
Not Rap at  
2023 Grammys
BY THR STAFF 

N
icki Minaj’s “Super Freaky Girl” 
is spending its eighth week on 
top of Billboard’s Hot Rap Songs 
chart, but at the Grammys, the 

song will compete in the pop category.
Minaj originally submitted the track — 

which debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard 
Hot 100 in August — to the rap categories 
at the Grammys, but the decision was 
overturned by the Recording Academy’s 
rap committee, according to a source. That 
group determined that Minaj’s playful and 
pop-sounding song sampling Rick James’ 
1981 classic “Super Freak” should compete 
for best pop solo performance instead of rap 
awards.

Representatives for Minaj and The Re-
cording Academy did not immediately reply 
to The Hollywood Reporter‘s emails seeking 
comment. Nominees for the 2023 Grammys 
will be announced on Nov. 15, and the live 
telecast will air on Feb. 5, 2023, on CBS. Vot-
ing for the first round of nominees begins 
Thursday and ends on Oct. 23.

Minaj has released a number of pop and 
hip-hop hits throughout the years that 
feature her rapping or singing — sometimes 
both on the same track. Her debut solo 
single, 2010’s “Your Love,” was pop-adjacent 
with its sample of Annie Lennox’s 1995 
cover version of “No More I Love You’s,” and 
Minaj has released other pop-heavy songs 

like “Super Bass” and “Starships,” which 
Hot 97 radio host Peter Rosenberg famously 
dubbed “not real hip-hop” and caused Minaj 
to pull out of the station’s annual Summer 
Jam concert.

But of Minaj’s 10 Grammy nominations, 
she’s only competed in pop once — for best 
pop duo/group performance with “Bang 
Bang” alongside Ariana Grande and Jessie 
J. The majority of her Grammy nominations 
have been in rap, including best rap album 
for Pink Friday and The Pinkprint, best rap 
song for “Anaconda,” and best rap perfor-
mance for “Moment 4 Life” and “Truffle 
Butter.”

“Super Freaky Girl” is in similar com-
pany to Lizzo’s “Truth Hurts”: The singer-
rapper’s breakthrough track topped Hot Rap 
Songs for 13 weeks and eventually led the 
all-genre Hot 100 chart for seven weeks but 
it didn’t compete in the rap categories at the 
Grammys. Instead, it was nominated — and 
won — best pop solo performance at the 
2020 show.

Other songs that feature rap elements that 
have competed for best pop solo perfor-
mance include Doja Cat’s “Say So,” which 
includes her singing and rapping, and Post 
Malone’s “Better Now,” which meshes hip-
hop, alternative and pop sounds.

Collaborative songs that topped Billboard’s 
rap chart but competed for best pop duo/
group performance at the Grammys include 
Iggy Azalea and Charli XCX’s “Fancy,” Wiz 
Khalifa and Charlie Puth’s “See You Again,” 
and Lil Nas X and Billy Ray Cyrus’ “Old Town 
Road,” which won the honor in 2020.

Macklemore & Ryan Lewis were origi-
nally kicked out of the rap Grammys when 
the duo had a breakthrough with the hits 
“Thrift Shop” and “Can’t Hold Us” at the 
2014 show. But that decision was later 
overturned — and heavily criticized — when 
the group swept the rap Grammys, besting 
Kendrick Lamar and others — a decision 
even Macklemore denounced. As a result, 
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis didn’t submit 
their sophomore album for Grammy conten-
tion at the 2017 show.

This article was originally published by 
The Hollywood Reporter. 

Nicki Minaj 
Addresses ‘Super 
Freaky Girl’ 
Grammys Switch 
From Rap to Pop 
Category: ‘Let’s 
Keep S*** Fair’
BY LARS BRANDLE 

N
icki Minaj has called out The 
Recording Academy for switch-
ing her hit “Super Freaky Girl” 
out of the Grammy Awards’ rap 

category and into pop, a decision she reck-
ons is a contradiction, and part of a broader 
agenda to celebrate rising rap artists over 
veterans.

Earlier this week, Billboard’s sister title 
The Hollywood Reporter disclosed the 
Grammys change-up, despite “Super 
Freaky Girl” logging its eighth week on top 
of Billboard’s Hot Rap Songs chart.

Minaj’s team submitted the track to the 
Grammys’ rap categories, but the decision 
was overturned by the Recording Academy’s 
rap committee, a source told THR.

The Trinidadian star addressed the situ-
ation in a series of tweets, and went deeper 
still in a 17-minute rant posted on social 
media.

“’Super Freaky Girl’ was removed from 
the rap category, we found out today in the 
Grammy submission. ‘Super Freaky Girl,’ 
where I only rapped on the song, was re-
moved out of the rap categories at the Gram-
mys, right. And put it in pop,” she explains.

It should be noted that MC Hammer also 
sampled Rick James’ “Super Freak” for “U 
Can’t Touch This,” which won the best rap 
solo performance Grammy back in 1991.

Drake’s “Hotline Bling,” however, in 2017, 
took out best rap song and best rap/sung col-
laboration, she points out, though even Drake 
himself admitted it was a pop number.

On the flip side, Minaj wants the same 
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rules applied to Latto’s pop-leaning “Big 
Energy”.

“Now, let’s say that ‘Super Freaky Girl’ is 
a pop song. Let’s just say that, right. What is 
‘Big Energy?’ If ‘Super Freaky Girl’ is a pop 
song, what song is ‘Big Energy.’ What genre 
is ‘Big Energy?’”

Suggesting she’s been done wrong, Minaj 
continued, “If you know something is 
unfair as an artist, speak on that s–t. Drake 
could’ve just let that shit slide and added it 
to his collection, but he spoke up.”

If the Grammys move “Super Freaky Girl” 
out of rap and “put it in pop,” she adds, “do 
the same for ‘Big Energy’. Same producers on 
both songs, by the way. So let’s keep s–t fair.”

Minaj’s “Super Freaky Girl” was a main-
stream hit, blasting to No. 1 on the Billboard 
Hot 100 in August. Its shift into the pop 
frame, or “moving the goal post,” as she says, 
is part of a process to “uplift the people who 
they want to shine, the people who these cor-
porate giants can make the money off of the 
people, control things behind the scenes, they 
have to elevate someone that they profit off.”

Minaj also issued a warning, claiming 
unnamed power players had an agenda that 
would eventually upend diversity in hip-hop.

“If you can’t tell by now that there is a 
concerted effort to give newer artists things 
that they really don’t deserve, over people 
who have been deserving for many years, 
then you’re not paying attention,” she con-
tinued. “And soon female rap will really not 
have any black women. If you pay attention, 
you’ll see, you’ll understand.”

The Recording Academy doesn’t reveal 
reasons when its screening committees relo-
cate tracks into categories other than those 
that eligible recordings were submitted in, 
THR noted. The general ballot, which can 
include thousands of submissions in a single 
category, isn’t released to the public.

Despite it all, Minaj insists she’s still the 
queen of rap.

“I know one thing,” she says, “even when 
I’m rapping on a pop track, I still out-rap.” 

Executive 
Turntable:  
CAA Names  
Hip-Hop/R&B 
Touring Co-Head; 
Bruce Springsteen 
Archives  
Appoints ED
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

J
enna Park Adler was promoted to 
co-head of CAA‘s global hip-hop/R&B 
touring group alongside existing head 
Mark Cheatham. Adler’s clients 

include Jennifer Lopez, Doja Cat, Charli 
XCX, Green Day, Chloe x Halle, Yeah 
Yeah Yeahs, Deftones and Mark Ronson.

Robert Santelli was named executive 
director at the Bruce Springsteen Ar-
chives and Center for American Music 
at Monmouth University. He will oversee 
the Springsteen Archives and work to create 
programs, exhibits and collaborations with 
music museums and universities in the U.S. 
Santelli can be reached at bsantell@springs-
teenarchives.org.

BMG named Brandon Riester vp of 
A&R, recorded music. In the role, the Los 
Angeles-based executive will sign and devel-
op artists for the label’s frontline recording 
team and participate in song development 
alongside BMG’s songwriters and publish-
ing team. He reports directly to executive 
vp of recorded music Dan Gill. He was 
most recently A&R for Nuyorican Records. 
Riester can be reached at brandon.riester@
bmg.com.

Colin Reed, longtime chairman and 
CEO at Ryman Hospitality Properties, is 
transitioning to executive chairman of the 
company after more than 21 years as CEO. 
Succeeding him in the CEO role is Mark 
Fioravanti, who will also hold the title of 
president, effective Jan. 1. Reed’s new role 

will include his responsibilities as execu-
tive chairman of Ryman’s board of directors 
and as chairman of the Opry Entertainment 
Group (OEG) board of directors. He will 
also focus on working with OEG strategic 
investor Atairos as well as NBCUniversal to 
exploit opportunities for value creation, ad-
vance the company’s ESG and DEI goals and 
handle community and government affairs. 
He will also continue his role with artist and 
shareholder relations alongside Fioravanti.

ASM Global named Liam Thornton as 
executive vp of strategy and development. 
In the role, he will be responsible for strate-
gic planning, market research, site selection, 
lease and partnership negotiations, develop-
ment feasibility, site planning, project advi-
sory and investment analysis. Thornton can 
be reached at lthornton@asmglobal.com.

Also at ASM Global, Kimberly Weed-
mark was named general manager for the 
Los Angeles Convention Center; she joins 
the company from Universal Studios Hol-
lywood, where she served as vp of special 
events and group sales. In her new role, she 
will work with the City of Los Angeles to 
continue to grow the convention hall.

Warner Chappell Music promoted Petter 
Walther Walthinsen to head of A&R for 
Warner Chappell Music Nordics. In the 
expanded role, Walthinsen will be respon-
sible for the strategy, direction and culture 
of the company’s A&R department across 
the Nordics, with all A&R executives in the 
region reporting to him. Walthinsen, who 
will report to the region’s managing director 
Lars Karlsson, was previously senior A&R 
manager at Warner Chappell Music Norway.

Lily Golightly was hired as senior vp of 
publicity at Verve Label Group. She will 
oversee U.S. communications efforts for 
the company’s imprints, including Verve 
Records, Impulse!, Verve Forecast, Decca 
Records U.S., Decca Classics, Deutsche 
Grammophon and ECM. She previously 
spent over seven years at 300 Entertainment 
and operated her own independent publicity 
company, No Big Deal PR, through January 
2020.

Andre Rodriguez was hired as Warner 
Music Latina’s director of commercial 
operations. In his new role, he will lead 
commercial operations for the entire Latin 
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American region, and his team of six em-
ployees together will work to bridge the gap 
between the labels’ marketing and produc-
tion departments to increase efficiency. He 
will report directly to senior vp of commer-
cial services Marcela Vaccari. Rodriguez 
previously served as 10K Project’s senior 
director of production, and in addition to 
his new role at Warner, he will continue to 
manage artists under his self-owned com-
pany MUSTDIE.

Russell Hunt was hired as senior creative 
manager at Reservoir Media. Hunt will 
be based in the company’s London office, 
working closely with U.K. head of creative 
Charlie Pinder to expand Reservoir’s global 
presence. He will report to executive vp and 
global creative director Donna Caseine. He 
joins the company from Tigerspring, where 
he was head of A&R U.K.

Dan McEvoy and Bertie Gibbon joined 
the team at ATC Management. McEvoy 
brings client Black Country, New Road, 
while Gibbon will oversee the careers of new 
ATC clients Sorry, The Goa Express and 
Miss Tiny. McEvoy can be reached at dan@
atcmanagement.com and Gibbon can be 
reached at matthew@atcmanagement.com.

Nashville-based publishing company 
SoNash launched and announced its 
executive team: president Travis Chaney, 
vp Bridgette Tatum, creative director 
Abigail Wate Ayala and creative consultant 
Juli Newton-Griffith. Wate Ayala can be 
reached at Abigail@sonashpublishing.com 
and Tatum can be reached at bridgette@
sonashpublishing.com.

Music technology platform Vydia hired 
Susan “Sweetness” Ybern and Elena 
Lanza as label & artist relations managers. 
Both will play a crucial role in the com-
pany’s new business growth, marketing and 
strategy with artists and labels. They will 
be responsible for sourcing, negotiating and 
signing new partnerships deals while work-
ing collaboratively across the marketing, 
legal, client success and product manage-
ment departments. Ybern can be reached 
at sweetness@vydia.com and Lanza can be 
reached at elena.lanza@vydia.com.

Alison Hemmings joined Audible as 
associate director of public relations. Most 
recently she worked on the communica-

tions team at iHeartMedia, leading public-
ity and media strategy for the iHeartPod-
cast Network.

SMACKTok, which offers influencer 
marketing services under the SMACK 
umbrella, hired Aleks Samul as coordinator. 
She will report directly to SMACK founder 
Marissa Turk and assist in day-to-day 
operations for the company. Samul can be 
reached at aleks@smacksongs.com.

Nashville-based marketing agency 
Thinkswell — which helps artists establish 
themselves as brands and assists brands 
in reaching new audiences — hired James 
Crowley as head of strategy, Jenni Hand as 
head of operations, Katie Sulzner as digital 
marketing manager and Nicole Marchesi 
as digital marketing manager. Michael 
Adcock was also promoted to art director. 
Crowley will use data analytics to build a 
comprehensive digital advertising and social 
media strategy for clients; Hand will man-
age campaigns, organizational structure and 
lead all efforts for artists and organizations; 
Sulzner will create high level strategic cam-
paigns; Marchesi will execute marketing 
camapaigns and create video and graphic 
design content for clients; and Adcock will 
oversees all creative direction and brand 
development at the company. Crowley can 
be reached at James@thinkswell.com, Hand 
can be reached at jenni@thinkswell.com, 
Sulzner can be reached at katie@thinkswell.
com, Marchesi can be reached at nicole@
thinkswell.com and Adcock can be reached 
at michael@thinkswell.com. 

Rising Producer-
Artist Flwr Chyld 
Signs to Raedio, 
Releases  
Debut Album
BY CYDNEY LEE 

R
ising producer-artist Flwr Chyld 
announced his signing to the 
publishing division of Issa Rae’s 
Raedio company. On Friday (Oct. 

14), the Atlanta native also released his 
debut album, Luv N Chaos, and first offering 
under the new deal.

The signing marks a new beginning 
for the emerging artist (real name Kevin 
Brown) who has a knack for blending ele-
ments of R&B, funk and house. In 2019, 
he released his debut EP Iridescent Luv, cap-
tivating the underground indie music scene 
with help from singer-songwriter James 
Tillman. Flwr Chyld then followed with 
2020’s Flow, collaborating with other rising 
names including Elujay and Mia Gladstone.

“I’m excited to be a part of this niche mar-
ket,” Brown told Billboard about the signing. 
“Things have been evolving and I’m able to 
feel new energies and have new conversa-
tions. It’s definitely the right place and the 
right timing!”

The publishing deal is also a full-circle 
moment for the artist who connected with 
Xtina Prince, Raedio’s general manager of 
label and publishing, prior to her joining 
the company. Deemed as a “perfect fit” for 
Raedio, Prince says she’s excited to support 
Flwr Chyld while allowing him to maintain 
creative control of his upcoming releases.

“Flwr Chyld is special. From the moment 
I heard his music, I knew I had to find a way 
to support him,” said Prince. “Giving inde-
pendent artists opportunities to advance 
on their own terms has always been at the 
forefront of my passion in the music busi-
ness. To be able to offer this opportunity to 
such an incredible talent, is the reason I do 
this everyday.”
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Issa Rae founded Raedio in October 2019 
as “an audio everywhere company.” The 
record label is a joint venture with Atlantic 
Records and includes four branches dedi-
cated to publishing, live events, music su-
pervision and discography. Back in January, 
the producer-writer-director also launched 
the Raedio Creators Program Supported 
by Google which was designed to provide 
resources to underrepresented indie artists 
and bring more representation of women of 
color to the music industry.

Flwr Chyld describes his Luv N Chaos 
as “a story that tells multiple perspectives 
on what it means to fall in and out love.” 
Ahead of its release, the artist dropped four 
singles: “Worth It” feat. Flozigg, “Lucky Me” 
feat. Sebastian Mikael, “In Your Arms” feat. 
Demae, and “Feel Your Love.”

“We’ve all gone through relationships 
with significant others where we were 
either eager for it to end or wished it never 
ended,” he explained. “You know, for better 
or for worse! No matter how chaotic the 
feeling, the emotion that love can make us 
feel all seems to be worth it in the end.” 

How Omar Apollo 
Found Clarity 
While Writing 
‘Evergreen’
BY NEENA ROUHANI 

W
ith his debut studio album 
Ivory, Omar Apollo shows 
listeners exactly who he is.

The previously elusive 
singer from Indiana leaned into all aspects 
of his identity throughout the 16-track effort 
— from raw, genre-defying cuts like “Invin-
cible,” alongside Daniel Caesar, to Spanglish 
trap banger “Tamagotchi,” which reveals 
a refreshingly playful Apollo. But it was 
“Evergreen,” a soulful, R&B-tinged deep cut, 
that captured the hearts of fans and cata-
pulted Apollo onto the Billboard Hot 100 
for the first time, through what every artists 
hopes for in 2022: a viral TikTok moment.

It took a few tries for the bridge to take 
off, with Apollo’s own trendsetting efforts on 
the platform with “Evergreen” proving fu-
tile. “I remember my day-to-day [manager] 
showed me a TikTok, and it was the same 
part that I had already been posting, but 
someone else did it,” explains Apollo from 
his sunny Los Angeles home. “And then it 
started going and going. I didn’t expect that 
at all.”

An influx of users began posting com-
pilations of a hardship soon after — be it 
depression, body image issues or heartbreak 
— followed by their post-struggle glow up, to 
the track’s climactic bridge. To date, “Ever-
green” has soundtracked more than 370,000 
TikTok videos, also clocking in at over 65.8 
million plays across streaming platforms.

It’s proof that the 25-year-old singer’s 
vulnerability paid off, showing that the 
longtime alt artist with a cult following 
is fully equipped for a mainstream break-
through. The sonically cohesive Ivory‘s 
popularity on the charts prove as much: 
after debuting atop Billboard‘s Heatseek-
ers Albums chart in April, it returns to No. 
1 for a third week on the chart dated Oct. 
15. (“Evergreen” also reaches a new No. 51 
high on the Hot 100 this week, after debut-
ing on the Oct. 1-dated chart.)

Below, Omar tells Billboard about the 
making of “Evergreen,” leaning into his cul-
tural identity, what pushed him to get active 
on TikTok and more.

What were your intentions while mak-
ing Ivory?

I knew that it was definitely gonna be 
something that I put all my effort into. I 
knew I was going to be proud of it. In terms 
of how it was received, honestly, I wasn’t 
really sure. But when I was done, I knew I 
gave it all that I had. That made me [secure] 
about what happened after.

The project wasn’t heavy on features, 
but the two you had, Kali Uchis and Dan-
iel Caesar, fit so beautifully. Tell me a bit 
about “Invincible.”

That song has a special place with me 
because the structure is really weird. That’s 
why I really loved it. [Daniel] told me come 
to the studio, so I pulled up and started play-
ing a guitar riff. And then we made an eight-
minute demo of “Invincible” and it had all 

the parts in it, but they weren’t structured. 
Then three or four months later, I opened it 
back up, added drums, restructured it and 
sent it to him.

“Tamagotchi” is a Tyler, the Creator-
approved hit. It also felt like the song 
more likely to go viral on TikTok — but 
it ended up being “Evergreen.” Did you 
expect that?

When I wrote it, definitely not. It was 
kind of like a post-rationalize thing. I was 
like, I”‘m on TikTok all the time. I feel like 
this would be something that would work.” I 
tried to make a few TikToks and they didn’t 
really go up. I was like, “I guess I was wrong, 
whatever.” Then I remember my day-to-day 
[manager] Jake showed me a TikTok, and it 
was the same part that I had already been 
posting, but someone else did it. And then it 
started going and going. I didn’t expect that 
at all.

Tell us about the process of writing 
“Evergreen.”

I rented a house in Idyllwild [Calif.] to 
make music with my engineer and my child-
hood best friend [Manuel Barajas] who plays 
bass in my band. It felt like how I [made] 
music in the beginning. I made “Evergreen” 
and “Endlessly” in the same day. It was so 
simple. Being far away from everybody, not 
having access to do things, things become 
clear.

[For] the part people use on TikTok, I 
had another song called “How Do You Live 
in Your Skin” — I was like, “I’ll take [those 
lyrics] and put [them] on my bridge.” Then 
I brought in my friend Tao Halm, we got a 
studio a couple months later — Larrabee 
Studios — and we hired a band. We focused 
on [the bridge] so much. There are so many 
textures — if you listen to background 
vocals, even Teo [Halm, producer] is sing-
ing on that part. It’s beautiful to see that 
all the effort I put in with Teo, Manny and 
my engineer Nathan [Phillips] is the part 
that’s blowing up. That literally makes me 
so happy.

When you earned your first Hot 100 
entry, you tweeted out, “my first hot 100 
entry, b–ch. Wow.”

[Laughs.] You already know that was a 
real reaction in real time, as soon as I got the 
news.
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How did you find out about it?
Like four texts from my manager Jake, 

my A&R, everyone. I was with Manny. I’ve 
known him since I was 11. This is like my 
brother. He’s the one that wrote the chords 
on the bridge. He’s the one that told me 
“Evergreen” should have a bridge, and I 
don’t really do bridges. It was just so crazy 
being with him. It’s very surreal. It’s bizarre, 
the feeling of, “Oh, my God. I did this.” I 
worked with a lot of great people in my life, 
but it really mattered for my career when I 
did it with my best friend. That’s why it was 
so cool.

Before Ivory, you had a pretty low pub-
lic profile, but it seems that has changed. 
What inspired you to be more active on 
socials?

These damn numbers got me over here 
making TikTok videos! Before the pan-
demic, I was just touring, I wouldn’t really 
be on the internet like that. I was like, “I 
want to make music, I don’t want to be on 
the internet.” And then it just started pop-
ping off. I’m like, “Let me let me get these 
TikToks together. What we doing? What’s 
the vibe today?”

Your Twitter followers are loving it.
Literally, please don’t ever take anything 

I say on my Twitter seriously. [Laughs.] 
My Twitter is a place for empty thoughts. 
There’s no there’s no backbone to the 
thought.

Did you ever consider that singing in 
Spanish would impede your mainstream 
growth?

When I was very young, I think so. I 
thought that people weren’t gonna take me 
seriously because I didn’t see any Mexican 
artists that were buzzing at the time [in 
the mainstream]. I also wasn’t around the 
music industry, I was in Indiana. And now 
it’s funny because it’s like, oh, “first-gener-
ation Mexican artist!” It’s like, “Well, I was 
wrong.”

Now, it’s clear you’re leaning into your 
cultural identity more. In your recent 
NPR Tiny Desk Concert, you had a maria-
chi of all women. What has inspired you 
to make the change?

I started off [making] traditional Mexican 
music. That’s how I started dancing — I was 
in ballet folklórico, which is like Mexican 

folk ballet. My culture was traditional Mexi-
can, Juan Gabriel type of thing. You grew up 
on that, you take it for granted. And I lived 
in Indiana, so I really fell in love with R&B 
music: Aretha Franklin, Lauryn Hill, Sly and 
the Family Stone, Bootsy Collins. As I got 
older, I found a new love for the corridos. It 
was healing for me. Especially that all my 
songs are about longing, that’s what all that 
music is about. And I wanted to start the 
Tiny Desk like that because I love the Ma-
riachi Lindas Mexicanas — I literally hired 
them to sing at my brother’s birthday. That 
is something you’re definitely going to hear 
[more] in the future. It just feels like home.

A version of this story originally appeared 
in the Oct. 8, 2022, issue of Billboard. 

Beyonce 
Addresses Fashion 
Designer Who 
Claims He Wasn’t 
Paid for Work 
on ‘Renaissance’ 
Album Art
BY HANNAH DAILEY 

B
eyoncé and her team have thor-
oughly shut down allegations 
that Nusi Quero wasn’t paid for 
his work on styling the singer in 

her Renaissance album artwork.
After the designer claimed in now-deleted 

Instagram posts that Bey’s team — spe-
cifically her stylist Marni Senofonte — had 
never compensated him for his contribu-
tions to the “Break My Soul” vocalist’s 
high-fashion album photo shoots, an official 
statement denying all of Quero’s “troubling” 
allegations was shared Thursday (Oct. 13) 
with Entertainment Tonight.

“It is deeply troubling that designer Nusi 
Quero has posted damaging statements 
about Marni Senofonte regarding non-pay-
ments for work completed,” said Beyoncé’s 

rep in the statement. “In fact, he was paid 
for his work, and there is proof of all pay-
ments made.”

The statement continued to divulge 
specific details about the alleged timeline 
of payments made by the 28-time Grammy 
winner’s camp to Quero.

“We have been in communication with his 
team and there were three payments made 
to him,” it reads. “The first payment was 
made on May 9, 2022. The second payment, 
a fifty percent down payment on the agreed 
cost, was made via wire on July 8, 2022. The 
third and final payment was returned when 
he changed his account number. It was re-
turned as an invalid account number based 
on an error on his part.”

“After persistent and exhausting com-
munication to get the correct information 
on his account and two unsuccessful wire 
transfer attempts, a physical check was 
mailed to him for final payment on Sep-
tember 29, 2022,” the statement concluded, 
according to ET.

Billboard has reached out to Beyoncé’s 
reps for comment.

Quero’s accusatory claims are just the 
latest to arise regarding Beyoncé’s Renais-
sance album cycle. Pop duo Right Said Fred 
alleged earlier this month that Bey had 
neglected to approach them for permission 
to sample their 1992 hit “I’m Too Sexy” in a 
track called “Alien Superstar” on her July-
released record.

“Normally the artist approaches us but 
Beyoncé didn’t because she’s such an ar-
rogant person,” brothers-turned-bandmates 
Richard and Fred Fairbrass told U.K. tabloid 
The Sun at the time.

“Permission was not only granted for 
its use, but they publicly spoke of their 
gratitude for being on the album,” Beyoncé 
responded to the allegations in a statement 
to Billboard, noting that the brothers had 
been given a co-writing credit on “Alien 
Superstar.” “For their song, there was no 
sound recording use, only the composition 
was utilized. Permission was asked of their 
publisher on May 11, 2022, and the publisher 
approved the use on June 15, 2022. They 
were paid for the usage in August 2022.”

Before that, Kelis alleged something 
similar. In July, she called out Bey and The 
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Neptunes for interpolating her 2003 hit 
“Milkshake” into Renaissance track “En-
ergy,” writing on Twitter at the time that her 
mind was “blown too because the level of 
disrespect and utter ignorance of all 3 par-
ties involved is astounding.”

Beyoncé responded by removing the 
interpolation altogether from “Energy” as 
it appeared on Tidal and Apple Music. 

Ringo Starr 
Tests Positive for 
COVID-19 Again, 
Cancels Tour
BY ANNA CHAN 

R
ingo Starr has tested positive for 
COVID-19 again. The musician 
revealed his diagnosis late on 
Thursday (Oct. 13), and an-

nounced that he’s canceling the remainder 
of his tour.

“I’m sure you’ll be as surprised as I was 
I tested positive again for Covid the rest 
of the tour is off I send you peace and love 
Ringo,” he wrote in an Instagram post along-
side a selfie.

The 82-year-old and his All Starr Band’s 
remaining shows were Oct. 14 in San Jose, 
Calif.; Oct. 15 in Paso Robles, Calif.; Oct. 16 
in Los Angeles; and Oct. 19-20 in Mexico 
City, Mexico.

Starr initially tested positive earlier in 
the month, and announced Oct. 3 that he 
was canceling five shows in Canada. That 
announcement came after he had canceled 
a pair of concerts “due to illness.” A week 
later, on Oct. 10, he shared on Instagram 
that had tested negative for the coronavi-
rus and was ready to get back to work. “On 
the road again I will see you in Seattle on 
Tuesday the 11th Portland Wednesday I am 
negative peace and love everybody thanks 
for waiting,” he wrote at the time.

The second leg of the nine-time Grammy 
winner’s All Starr Band tour kicked off Sep-
tember in Bridgeport, Conn. The tour dates 
were initially planned for 2020, but when 

the global coronavirus pandemic hit, the 
former Beatle’s tour — like many musicians’ 
around the world — was postponed.

Since touring has resumed, various musi-
cians have had to cancel or postpone shows 
as they and/or their touring crew contracted 
COVID-19 while on the road. Drake, The 
Rolling Stones, Alan Jackson, and Justin 
Bieber are among those who have delayed 
shows after testing positive for COVID-19. 

Bjork Bows at  
No. 2 on Top 
Dance/Electronic 
Albums Chart 
With ‘Fossora’
BY GORDON MURRAY

B
jörk begins at No. 2 on Billboard‘s 
Top Dance/Electronic Albums 
chart (dated Oct. 15) with Fos-
sora. The set starts with 10,000 

equivalent album units earned, including 
9,000 in album sales, in the Sept. 30-Oct. 6 
tracking week, according to Luminate.

It’s the Icelandic songstress’ sixth top 10 
dating to the chart’s 2001 inception, a run 
that began with Vespertine (three weeks at 
No. 1, 2001). Björk’s other top 10s are Great-
est Hits (No. 2, 2002), Family Tree (No. 6, 
2002), Volta (nine weeks at No. 1, 2007) and 
Biophilia (No. 1, 2011).

Björk landed five earlier titles on the Bill-
board 200, led by Homogenic (No. 28, 1997). 
Volta brought Björk her highest rank, and 
lone top 10 to date, on the chart (No. 9).

Concurrently, Fossora arrives on Top 
Album Sales (No. 7), Vinyl Albums (No. 7; 
5,000 vinyl copies), Top Alternative Albums 
(No. 9), Independent Albums (No. 15) and the 
Billboard 200 (No. 100), among other tallies.

Additionally on Top Dance/Electronic 
Albums, Shygirl (aka Blane Muise) starts at 
No. 7 with Nymph (3,000 units). The U.K.-
based DJ/singer has scored two hits on the 
multi-metric Hot Dance/Electronic Songs 
chart: “Sour Candy (Mura Masa Remix),” 

with Lady Gaga and BLACKPINK (No. 24, 
September 2021), and as featured on FKA 
Twigs’ “Papi Bones” (No. 32, this January).

Speaking of Hot Dance/Electronic Songs, 
Farruko flies20-12 with “Nazareno,” earn-
ing top Streaming Gainer honors following 
the Sept. 29 drop of a remix and video with 
Ankhal. The track, which reached No. 7 in 
June, earned 1.2 million U.S. streams, up 
102%, in addition to gathering 2.6 mil-
lion in all-format radio airplay audience 
impressions.

Shifting to the Dance/Mix Show Airplay 
chart, MK collects his fourth top 10 and 
BURNS earns its first with “Better,” featur-
ing Teddy Swims, who adds his second (13-
10). The song is drawing core-dance airplay 
on Music Choice’s Dance/EDM channel, 
iHeartRadio’s Evolution and KMVQ-HD2 
San Francisco, among other outlets. (The 
Dance/Mix Show Airplay chart measures 
radio airplay on a select group of full-time 
dance stations, along with plays during 
mix shows on around 70 top 40-formatted 
reporters.) 

Daniel Johns  
Sets Chart Record 
as ‘FutureNever’ 
Returns to No. 1  
In Australia
BY LARS BRANDLE 

D
aniel Johns is back in a familiar 
place — at No. 1 on Australia’s 
albums chart.

The ex-Silverchair frontman 
sets a chart record as FutureNever (BMG/
ADA), his third solo album, returns to the 
summit on the ARIA Chart.

Following its release April 22, FutureNev-
er bowed at No. 3 in Australia, then lifted to 
No. 1 in its third week.

Now, thanks to its release on vinyl, the 
album stages another return to the top.

Its 22 weeks between stays at the chart 
penthouse is the biggest gap for an album by 
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an Australian artist, ARIA reports.
FutureNever, the best-seller on wax this 

week, earned Johns a nomination for best 
artist at the 2022 ARIA Awards, announced 
Wednesday (Oct. 12).

“To have FutureNever go to No. 1 on the 
ARIA Albums Chart twice in 2022 and 
spend 6 weeks in the ARIA Top 10 is amaz-
ing,” Johns says in a statement as the chart 
was published late Friday, local time.

“Thank you to the incredible people who 
worked on this album with me and a very 
special thank you to everyone who has 
listened to FutureNever and helped spread 
the word. For an album with no singles and 
no music videos, I’m truly grateful that the 
music is speaking for itself.”

Johns’ album also lends its name to the 
veteran rocker’s not-for-profit FutureNev-
erFund, which announced it would work 
closely with EquiEnergy Youth, a Newcastle, 
Australia-based charity dedicated to helping 
communities reduce instances of mental 
health distress, self-harm and suicide risk 
in young people, an alliance that coincides 
with Mental Health Month.

FutureNever is Johns’ first solo leader in 
Australia, and sixth in total, including all 
five of Silverchair’s studio LPs, from Frog-
stomp through to Young Modern, a feat no 
other band can match.

Meanwhile, a pair of new releases impact 
the ARIA top five, led by Stray Kids’ Maxi-
dent (ING), new at No. 4, a debut that easily 
eclipses the K-pop band’s previous chart 
peak, No. 14 for 2021’s Noeasy.

Close behind is Charlie Puth’s Charlie 
(Atlantic/Warner), which debuts at No. 5, 
for the U.S. pop singer’s third ARIA top 10.

Beyonce’s Renaissance (Columbia/Sony) 
roars back into the top 10, up 29-7, follow-
ing its own release on vinyl. Over on the 
national singles chart, “Cuff It” becomes the 
second Renaissance single to crash the top 
10, lifting 16-8 after going viral on TikTok.

There’s no change at the top of the ARIA 
Singles Chart, as Sam Smith & Kim Petras’ 
“Unholy” (Capitol/EMI) holds at No. 1, 
ahead of David Guetta and Bebe Rexha’s 
“I’m Good (Blue)” (via Warner) and OneRe-
public’s “I Ain’t Worried” (Interscope/Uni-
versal), respectively.

The highest debut on the latest singles 

chart, published Oct. 14, is Ed Sheer-
an’s ”Celestial” (Atlantic/Warner), new 
at No. 37. Sheeran’s latest top 40 hit will 
appear on the Pokémon “Scarlet” and ”Vio-
let” games, set to rollout Nov. 18 on the 
Nintendo Switch. 

Rihanna’s Savage 
X Fenty Show 
Vol. 4 Is Coming: 
Here’s When  
It’s Airing
BY RANIA ANIFTOS 

R
ihanna is back and better than 
ever, and Prime Video an-
nounced on Friday (Oct. 14) that 
the highly anticipated Savage 

X Fenty Show Vol. 4 will be returning on 
November 9.

The follow-up to the Emmy-winning Vol. 
3 iteration of the fashion show will feature 
the latest Savage X Fenty styles from the 
music icon, and will stream exclusively on 
Prime Video in more than 240 countries 
and territories. The trailblazing event will 
include a new all-star lineup of models, 
actors, some of the biggest names in music 
and more.

RiRi posted a teaser snippet to Instagram 
announcing the news, in which she’s seen 
lounging around in dim, lavender-toned 
lighting in lacy black lingerie. “VOLUME 
[clap emoji] MF [clap emoji] FOUR [clap 
emoji],” she captioned the clip. Rihanna 
serves as executive producer and creative 
director of Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 4.

In addition to the show airing on Prime 
Video, the entire Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 
4 collection, which pays tribute to self-
expression and personal empowerment, 
will also be available to shop in the Amazon 
store and at Savage X Fenty’s website. on 
November 9. 

In addition to the fashion show, Prime 
Video lets users access countless hours of 
content including action and adventure 

movies, dramas, comedies, documenta-
ries, sci-fi, mysteries and thrillers, and 
kid-friendly programs. Not signed up for 
Amazon Prime? Join today under a free 
30-day trial ($14.99 a month after the trial 
ends) and enjoy tons of great perks such as 
fast and free shipping, exclusive deals on 
millions of items and a free one-year sub-
scription to GrubHub+. There’s also an op-
tion to join Prime Video by itself (free trial 
included, but you won’t get as many perks as 
you would with a Prime membership). 

We’re On a 
Highway to Spell: 
The AC/DC  
Kid’s Book Is 
Coming Soon
BY LARS BRANDLE 

A
C/DC have done it all in the rock 
‘n’ roll, from dropping multi-mil-
lion selling albums, filling stadi-
ums around the globe, induction 

into the Rock And Roll Hall of Fame. Heck, 
even Iron Man is a fan.

Now, the Aussie rock titans are playing a 
different note, with a children’s picture book.

Angus Young and Co. signed off on The 
AC/DC AB/CD High-Voltage Alphabet, 
available in-stores from Nov. 11 and online at 
lovepolicebooks.com.

Illustrated by Paul “The Mayor” McNeil, 
it’s the fourth in a series of kid’s picture 
books released by Australian merch and 
lifestyle company, Love Police, after Never 
Mind Your Ps and Qs, Here’s the Punk Al-
phabet, M Is For Metal, and the Country and 
Western Alphabet Book.

“From the greatest rock n roll band in 
history, comes the most rockin’ alphabet 
book ever,” reads the blurb on the new page-
turner, priced at A$24.95 ($15.80).

“Join Angus, Malcolm, Bon, Brian and the 
boys for a classic stroll through the alpha-
bet. Every page leaps out with color, humor 
and the band’s history as you wind down the 
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Highway To Spell.”
The latest look at Akka Dakka, as they’re 

known in these parts, came about when 
Young got his hands on M is for Metal while 
in Australian during the pandemic. He con-
tacted Love Police chief Brian Taranto, and 
conversations moved from rock ‘n’ roll tales 
to the written word.

“What an honor it is to work on this book, 
and to have had a connection to Angus for 
the real deal stuff makes it even more wild 
and special,” comments Taranto. “Yeah, it’s a 
kid’s book, but any AC/DC or music fan will 
find something on every page.

The Mayor “has done a sweet and rockin’ 
job. We are looking forward to educating 
another generation of rock and rollers.”

AC/DC has already educated several 
generations. The band’s 17th and latest studio 
album, 2020’s Power Up, went straight to the 
top in the U.S. (their third leader), the U.K. 
(fourth No. 1) and Australia (sixth). The band 
was inducted into the ARIA Hall of Fame at 
its inaugural edition, in 1988, and into the 
Rock And Roll Hall of Fame in 2003. 
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